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Abstract
Data centres which host Web services for other organisations and users in a Grid environment must provide
for Quality of Service (QoS) requirements to be speciﬁed to ensure deployed services perform as desired. As
services hosted by a data centre receive unpredictable rates of demand, servers must be allocated dynamically
to service pools that are over utilised to avoid breaking QoS requirements. This work describes how a cost
based stochastic model for resource allocation is used in data centre middleware to balance server utilisation,
and how the model was used to enable a data centre to meet QoS requirements. The stochastic QoS model
is compared to two other QoS models and is shown to be the most eﬀective in a number of experiments.
Keywords: Quality of Service, Dynamic Resource Allocation, Stochastic Modelling.
1 Introduction
As Grid based technologies are becoming more commonplace, data centres which
provide hosting services are being used by organisations to run computationally
intensive applications and host services. A data centre may negotiate agreements
with its customers to provide certain Quality of Service (QoS) levels for deployed
services, which are formally speciﬁed in a Service Level Agreement (SLA). A SLA
provides a guarantee to a data centre customer ensuring that requests from their
own customers will receive a certain level of service.
The data centre must cope with an unpredictable demand for each service hosted
while ensuring any QoS requirements for deployed services are met. To avoid tem-
porary over-loading of some services and under-loading others, a data centre may
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dynamically allocate computational resources to services which are experiencing a
high demand, and away from those services which have no or little demand.
Our aim is to develop policies for performing such dynamic reallocation eﬃ-
ciently. These policies are based on a stochastic optimisation model studied in [9,6].
That work showed that a certain heuristic switching rule is close to optimal. In the
present study we have implemented the heuristic in a real environment. Its perfor-
mance was measured and compared to too simpler resource allocation policies.
A recently suggested approach to job submission in Grid systems involves deploy-
ing applications on a service provider that are then made available as Web services
[2,12] which may be invoked by authorised parties using SOAP [11]. We employ this
approach of job submission in our system so that incoming jobs are SOAP messages
directed to Web services hosted on servers, and each message is seen as one job by
the system. Also described is a method of uploading and dynamically deploying
Web services into the system based on user demand.
We describe three approaches of extending the system to meet QoS require-
ments. Firstly we describe how holding cost values used by the heuristic to make
reallocation decisions may be manipulated to favour job types with a better QoS.
Then we analyse the response times of jobs using a QoS ratio calculation and a QoS
percentile calculation to determine if QoS requirements are being met and reallo-
cate servers if they are not. The approaches are tested using an implementation
of the system with job submission patters similar to those observed in a real job
submission system.
Both the problem of under-utilisation and QoS in data centres has been studied
and a number of solutions proposed. A model using load prediction shows how
QoS requirements may be met even at peak arrival rates by reconﬁguring diﬀer-
ent parameters [8]. Another model [10] showed that by switching servers between
applications in a data centre using arrival rates, service times and CPU utilization
measurements, large resource savings may be made. Methods of prediction have
also been used to dynamically adjust the resource share of applications [3]. Other
work has shown servers may have a new operating system loaded when joining a
new server pool [4]. The other reported work diﬀers from the work in this paper as
we assume grid-style jobs which are long running and computationally intensive.
2 System architecture
2.1 Resource provisioning model
The proposed resource management system provides dynamic provisioning capa-
bilities for a system model containing a number of servers which together process
requests for a number of hosted services, the number of which may change over
time as services are deployed and removed. Each SOAP message sent to a service
is one job. Jobs arrive and are assigned a job type i depending on the service being
requested, where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Jobs are then routed to a queue associated with
the service where the queue size for jobs of type i at a given time is given as ji. All
queues are assumed to be unbounded and jobs currently being serviced are still seen
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in a queue. A number of servers ki are present in a pool dedicated to possessing
jobs of type i, where the total number of servers in the system is given as:
k1 + k2 + . . . + km = N
Servers may diﬀer in hardware and software and may have diﬀerent capacities,
but servers of type i must be conﬁgured correctly to service jobs of type i. Servers
in a pool may be geographically disparate and reside at diﬀerent sites providing
an appropriate network and security infrastructure exists. The intervals between
arrivals of job type i are measured and the average arrival rate is given as λ jobs
per second. The service time for each job is also measured and the average service
rate of job type i is given as μ jobs per second. The average values are evaluated
using the measurements of a window of the last x jobs, where x may be deﬁned
by a system administrator. A larger value of x will therefore yield a more accurate
result at the expense of a longer processing time. We also take into account the cost
of holding a job in a queue, and denote by ci the cost for holding a job of type i for
one time unit. This cost may reﬂect the importance of one job type over another.
While the allocation of servers to pools may be static after a service deployment
we are interested in the case where servers may continuously switch between pools.
All jobs currently being serviced by a server that is to switch pool must be halted,
removed from the server and placed at the front of their queue in a waiting state. A
job may be check-pointed if the environment allows and the job state saved, or any
previous processing of the job is cancelled. The processing time of a cancelled job is
not measured by the system. The time it takes to switch a server from pool a to pool
b and is on average equal to 1/ζab . During that interval the server is unavailable
to process jobs of any type. As diﬀerent jobs may have diﬀerent hardware and
software dependencies a limitation on which servers can belong to some pools may
exist. While dynamically modifying hardware to match a destination pool may be
very diﬃcult, the dynamic reconﬁguration of software during a switch is possible.
2.2 Pooling system
A cluster of servers is partitioned into conceptual pools associated with a service
that executes jobs of type i, and a central management component collects real
time data from each pool to make reallocation decisions. Each conceptual pool is
managed by a Pool Manager which communicates with each server, and a Cluster
Manager communicates with each pool. This architecture is shown is ﬁgure 1.
The Node Manager runs on each server capable of processing jobs and makes
adjustments to its host allowing it to switch pools.
The Pool Manager and schedules incoming jobs, keeps track of the servers in its
pool, and participates in coordinating switches of servers to and from other pools.
Queuing and scheduling may be done by using an existing Resource Management
System as discussed in section 6.
The Cluster Manager dispatches submitted jobs to the appropriate pool based
on job type, and stores information about arrival rates to be used in the switching
policy. The Cluster Manager receives information from each Pool Manager which
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is combined with stored data to make reallocation decisions. The Cluster Manager
acts as a coordinator between two pools during a server switch.
Dispatching a job to a pool is a trivial task and requires no scheduling as jobs
are queued and scheduled at each Pool Manager, so queues are not likely to build
up at the Cluster Manager. The distributed queuing and scheduling amongst Pool
Managers helps disperse load over the system. Together the Cluster Manager and
Pool Managers constantly monitor events in the system including job arrival times
and queuing and processing times of each job type which allows the Cluster Manager
to make informed decisions on server switching between pools. The pooling system
frees the Cluster Manager of needing to keep updated information about every
server in the system to use in reconﬁguration decisions, which greatly increases the
scalability of the system which is vital in a data centre.
A policy manager component in the Cluster Manager contains policies which
make server switching decisions. The policy manager has access to all the real-time
and recent data collected by the system and may be invoked at any time to produce
a server switching decision, which could of course be no switch. The currently
loaded policy may be changed during run-time, and policy related parameters may
be altered such as the window size of system measurements used to make server
switching decisions.
3 Resource allocation heuristic
To determine when a server should be switched between conceptual pools a resource
allocation heuristic policy derived from stochastic mathematical modelling is used
[9]. The heuristic policy calculates a close to optimal allocation of N servers to m
pools while taking into account switching costs. An optimal switching policy would
analyze the current sate of the system in terms of queues, arrival rates and response
Fig. 1. Pooling architecture
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times, and return the optimum server switch decision that could be made at that
moment. The optimal policy has been shown to be complex to evaluate, although
the heuristic policy has been proved to perform well compared to the optimal policy
in simulations. The heuristic policy was developed in conjunction with the middle-
ware and shares some of the same assumptions, particularly assuming long running
jobs that will result in queues forming. The heuristic also assumes that one server
processes one job at a time which may not be true for servers with more than one
processor, and assumes that each server has the same processing capability which
is unlikely to be true in a data centre.
The idea behind the heuristic is to calculate a suitably deﬁned cost imbalance
Vab between any two pools a and b. A server is switched form pool a to pool b
when the corresponding Vab has the largest positive value for any pair of pools.
The details of the calculation are shown in ﬁgure 2. The reasons for choosing this
particular form of Vab are explained in [9,6].
The heuristic has been used in another related system [6] which showed that
the heuristic can reallocate resources in a way that reduces response time in a
job processing system. In an experiment, 1000 jobs of 3 diﬀerent job types were
submitted to a cluster of 9 servers where 3 server pools processed the jobs. The
processing time of the job types was 20, 30 and 40 seconds, and the system received
an total oﬀered load of 70%. The load was made up of requests for the three job types
with one type constituting 80% of the total load and the other types constituting
10% each. The experiment was performed twice, once with server switching enabled
and one with switching disabled, where each job type had a static allocation of 3
servers. The arrival rates of the job types changed after every 100th job submission
so each job type constituted 80% of the load a for approximately one third of the
experiment. This ensured servers would be switched between pools. Figure 3 shows
the results of the experiment in which the response times can be seen to be lower
with switching than without switching.
3.1 Heuristic assumptions
To eﬀectively apply the heuristic to data centre middleware certain aspects of the
heuristic must be changed, but as the heuristic has proven to make switching deci-
sions very close to the optimal solution it would be in our interests to make as few
changes as possible.
The assumption of one server processing one job at a time does not hold in
an environment of multi-processor servers. Should the policy assume each server
processes one job at a time when in fact some servers processed multiple jobs simul-
taneously, jobs would appear to be executing faster per server than they actually
were. This would then lead to switching decisions based of incorrect knowledge,
degrading the performance of the system. One solution is to make sure each server
only runs one job at a time which is a waste of resources, so the way the heuristic
is applied to the obtained system data is altered.
To apply the heuristic to servers with more than one processor, we supply the
heuristic with the number of processors capable of processing jobs in a pool instead
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1 Pfrom ← null
2 Pto ← null
3 V ← 0
4 for all i in pairs of job types a and b do
5 Vab = cb
(
jb +
1
ζa,b
[λb − μb min(kb, jb)]
)
-
Kca
(
ja +
1
ζa,b
[λa − μa min(ka − 1, jb)]
)
6 if Vab > V
7 V ← Vab
8 Pfrom ← a
9 Pto ← b
10 end if
11 end for
12 if V > 0
13 switch from Pfrom to pool Pto
14 end if
The parameters in the above expression are:
ci the holding cost at pool i.
ki the number of servers present in pool i.
ji the queue size at pool i.
λi the arrival rate at pool i.
1 / μi the average service time for jobs at pool i.
1 / ζab the average switching time of a server from pool a to pool b.
K a suitable chosen integer to discourage too much switching
(e.g. K=5)
Fig. 2. Pseudo code for the resource allocation policy
of the number of servers. When the heuristic makes a switch decision the Pool
Manager which is to lose a server is informed of the switch and responds with
the number of processors on the server it has chosen to lose. The policy is then
recalculated, replacing ka − 1 on line 5 of ﬁgure 2 with: ka − Pwhere P is the
number of processors on the server which is to be switched. With the new value in
the heuristic, the total holding cost at the source pool without the given numbers of
processors can be evaluated. An alternative approach to providing the policy with
processor data is for the Cluster Manager to keep track of processors within servers
and use the policy to workout the best switch without having to communicate with
any Pool Managers, although this method is not scalable in a system with many
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Fig. 3. Response times for three diﬀerent job types in a system with 9 servers, with and without server
reallocation.
pools and servers with multiple processors and is not in accordance with the original
aim of keeping the Cluster Manager from having to store and process individual
server data.
Another assumption that does not hold is that all servers have the same pro-
cessing capabilities. While this is not correct, the model measures the processing
time of each job and calculates an average in a given window to determine a value
for use in the heuristic. The calculating of this average could even out any relative
diﬀerence in processor speed.
4 QoS metrics and enforcement
A data centre that provides QoS must specify which QoS metrics it enforces, and
how those metrics are speciﬁed and measured. The QoS delivered by a data centre
is perceived by both the customers who have deployed their applications as services,
and by users invoking those services. We will focus on providing QoS options for
the customers deploying their applications by developing resource allocation policies,
and we do not go into the details of SLAs and formal QoS speciﬁcation. Two QoS
metrics likely to be of interest are listed below.
Average response time; the measured time between a job arriving and de-
parting the system, essentially the sum of queuing time and processing time in
seconds.
Response time percentile bounds; speciﬁes that a given percentage of jobs
must complete within a given time. For example, the requirement may be that 95%
of response times are less than 5 seconds.
An average of the response time is used because it is impossible for a customer
or data centre to guarantee every job will always meet a given time requirement, but
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it is more reasonable to specify an average over a period of time. Using a percentile
is a more strict measurement as a high number of jobs must complete within a time
requirement, where as with the average response time measurement a larger set of
jobs which have just failed to meet the target can be compensated by a smaller set
of jobs which have met the target well inside the target time.
A moving window may be used to monitor the last x jobs to complete execution.
An average may then be taken from the window, as may the percentage of jobs which
violated the percentile bounds. If when calculating the average response time the
value of x is relatively small (e.g. 5 jobs) then the system may react quickly to a
change in the response times, however if the value of x is too small the average may
not be accurate enough for the system to make a correct decision. When calculating
the response time percentile bounds a larger window may be necessary (e.g. 20 jobs)
to ensure the system does not react in an extreme fashion due a high percentage of
jobs failing the requirement, when in fact only one job took too long to complete.
Our aim is to provide for response-time QoS for Web services by allocating
servers based on QoS targets, as well as other system information if necessary.
Three QoS models are proposed, the ﬁrst two measure and react to observed QoS
performance and the last uses the resource allocation heuristic. We assume that a
QoS policy applies to all pools (sets of pools cannot have diﬀerent policies), and for
each pool an appropriate QoS value has been set, even if it is a default value.
4.1 QoS Policy 1: Average Response Time policy
The ﬁrst policy switches servers according to the QoS performance measured by the
relative diﬀerence between the average measured service time and target response
time, and switches a server from the pool with the highest ratio to the pool with the
lowest. The diﬀerence between the measured and target response time is expressed
as a deviation [8] which may be positive or negative, the response time is monitored
using a window of the last x jobs to complete, and the size of the job window may
vary as described earlier. Deviations may be measured and acted upon anytime
and if a negative deviation exists, a server is switched from a pool with a high
positive deviation (only if one exists) to pool with a negative deviation. As in the
original resource allocation model one machine may be switched at a time, and if
the deviation is calculated often multiple machines will arrive in a pool within a
short amount of time to deal with negative QoS deviations. The monitoring only
approach does not try to analyse queue lengths so a rise in service demand will
only be observed after response times have increased. The pseudo code for the
calculation is shown in ﬁgure 4.
4.2 QoS Policy 2: Percentile Policy
The Percentile Policy measures the percentage of jobs for each pool that have met
their response time target, and makes a server switch from a pool with the highest
percentage of to a pool with the lowest percentage. The pseudo code used to
determine a server switch via the Percentile Policy is shown in ﬁgure 5. We assume
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1 Rmax ← −∞
2 Rmin ←∞
3 Pmax ← null
4 Pmin ← null
5 for all pools i = 1 : M do
6 Ri ←
wi−Ti
Ti
7 if Ri < Rmin
8 Rmin ← Ri
9 Pmin ← i
10 else if Ri > Rmax
11 Rmax ← Ri
12 Pmax ← i
13 end if
14 end for
15 if Rmin < 0
16 switch from Pmax to Pmin
17 end if
Fig. 4. Pseudo code for the Average Response Time policy
a function, percentInWindow which given a response time target and window of most
recent job response times evaluates the percentage of jobs which ﬁnished within the
response time target.
4.3 QoS Policy 3: Holding Cost Weightings (HCW) policy
A method of provisioning servers based on QoS involves choosing the cost values of
the dynamic allocation policy described in section 3 so that the resulting dynamic
allocation of servers favours the pools with high QoS requirements at the expense
of those with low ones.
The ratio of target response time to average service time can be taken as a
”normalised” target. The smaller the normalised target is, the more diﬃcult it is to
meet, therefore the larger cost should be associated with it. Thus, the HCW policy
is deﬁned as the resource allocation heuristic of ﬁgure 2 with holding costs given
by:
ci =
1
μiTi
(1)
where μi is the service rate for job type i and Ti is the target response time for
job type i.
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1 Permax ← −∞
2 Permin ←∞
3 Pmax ← null
4 Pmin ← null
5 for all pools i = 1 : M do
6 Peri ← percentInWindow(TarRTi,W ini)
7 if Peri < TarPeri
8 Permin ← (Peri − TarPeri)
9 Pmin ← i
10 else if Peri > TarPeri
11 Permax ← (Peri − TarPeri)
12 Pmax ← i
13 end if
14 end for
15 if Permin < 0
16 switch from Pmax to Pmin
17 end if
Fig. 5. Pseudo code for the Percentile Policy
5 Implementation
A prototype system called GridSHED (Grid Scheduling Hosting Environment De-
sign) has been developed. Each pool runs an instance of a Resource Management
System (RMS) which queues, schedules and manages the execution of jobs. Most
RMSs have a master-slave architecture where one host acts as the master of the
cluster and is in control of many slave hosts.
All components in the system have been implemented using Java which was
chosen because its cross-platform nature which meets the requirements of a hetero-
geneous data centre. A plugin architecture has been employed across the system
which allows diﬀerent implementations of core system components such as the Web
service container, RMS, database and component communication system to be used
which permits new and updated technology to be integrated into the system in a
loosely coupled manner. In the implementation used for testing Java RMI was cho-
sen for distributed component communication as it was deemed unnecessary to use
Web services as all of the components are inside and under control of the same in-
frastructure, and Web services are designed for communication over organisational
boundaries
The current implementation uses Condor [7] as the RMS but other RMSs may
be wrapped in the GridSHED RMS interface and used as a queuing and scheduling
system. Users may submit jobs made up of a binary program, input data and a
submission script to a Condor enabled cluster where the jobs will be executed on
a suitable server according to the requirements speciﬁed in the submission script.
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A batch of jobs called a cluster may also be submitted which consist of one binary
program and many diﬀerent sets of input data which leads to many separate jobs
with diﬀerent parameters being submitted. A Condor pool has one central manager
and a number of hosts and jobs may be submitted from any permitted host in a
pool. A matchmaking mechanism called Class-Ads is used to match queued jobs to
available resources, and results of an execution are sent back to the machine from
which the jobs were submitted from.
Condor was chosen due to its ﬂexibility and speed when switching servers be-
tween pools under its control. The system has also proved to be highly scalable
despite the fact that all matchmaking takes place on the central manager. A dis-
advantage of Condor is that it does not have a notiﬁcation system that could be
used to listen for speciﬁc events, so all data obtained form Condor is polled at a
set interval. Condor is cross platform allowing the Java based GridSHED system to
run with no or little modiﬁcation on all supported Condor platforms. The number
of processors on a server can easily be obtained from Condor with exactly the same
commands, regardless of the platform, which allows the number of processors in a
pool to be used in the policies without the need for platform independent software
Condor is integrated with GridSHED software through a java API which allows
job submission, queue querying, statistics gathering and general command execu-
tion. With the Condor interface the Pool Manager can submit jobs and query the
queue, and Node Managers can reconﬁgure Condor daemons and gather statistics.
New Condor hosts may be added and removed as necessary while the Condor cen-
tral manager can probe the queue and continuously match jobs to available hosts
un-interrupted by the addition and removal of servers. The Node Manager may
conﬁgure the condor daemons running on its host to run in central manager mode
which results in a new Condor pool for a newly deployed service.
Fig. 6. System architecture components
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To get state updates the Pool Manager polls Condor at a set interval and updates
its current pool state if it has changed. The Cluster Manager then polls each Pool
Manager at an interval and if there is any new state data it is returned to the Cluster
Manager. This approach to polling was chosen as sometimes condor commands can
block, and if a poll from the Cluster Manager led directly to a poll to Condor, the
Cluster Manager could block which would slow down the system.
5.1 Web services integration
The Web services interface to the system via the Cluster Manager is implemented
using hosted using Apache Axis [1] within the Apache Tomcat Web application
container. All SOAPmessages are sent to the Cluster Manager Web service although
the endpoint URL used by the message sender appears to be the endpoint of the
target service. Each SOAP message is intercepted by a global handler and directed
to the Cluster Manager Web service, while the original service target speciﬁed by
the user is saved in the SOAP header. The Cluster Manager then gets the address
of the Pool Manager currently processing messages for the target service from its
store of deployed services, then forwards the message to the Pool Manager.
When a SOAP message arrives at a Pool Manager the message is wrapped in a
Condor job and submitted to Condor for queuing and scheduling. When the job is
executed by Condor a simple client program sends the SOAP message to the service
running on the local host (the deployment process ensures the service is installed on
each server in a pool). Upon completion of SOAP message Execution the requests
are sent back to the original invoker via the Pool Manager and Cluster Manager
which allows data about service and total response times to be collected for each
job.
A Web service Code Store is used to store Web service code that can be auto-
matically installed on servers. Web services are packaged with any dependencies
and uploaded to the code store. When a SOAP messages arrives for a service that
is not deployed the Cluster Manager consults the Code Store to see if the service is
available for deployment, an error is returned to the user if the Code Store knows
nothing about the target service. If the service code is present in the Code Store,
the Cluster Manager instructs the least loaded Pool Manager to reconﬁgure one of
its servers to become a new Pool Manager capable of processing jobs for a newly
deployed Web Service.
5.2 Server switching
A resource allocation policy will return a source and destination pool if a switch
needs to be made. The Cluster Manager ﬁrst sends a message to the source Pool
Manager indicating it needs to reconﬁgure a server and the Pool Manager returns
details about the server chosen to switch. The Pool Manager keeps the set of servers
in its pool stored in a stack data structure so that servers that have been in the
pool the longest are not switched out, which gives long-running jobs a chance to
ﬁnish without having to suspend or check-point. The Cluster Manager may have
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to re-calculate the switch decision if the source Pool Manager returns a server with
more than one processor to make sure the switch is still viable, if it is the Cluster
Manager instructs the source Pool Manager to go ahead with the switch. The Pool
Manager instructs the Node Manager on the server to be switched to reconﬁgure
by sending it the destination Pool Managers address and the name of the new Web
service which is to be installed. When this is done the Cluster Manager is informed
then the destination Pool Manager is sent the details of the reconﬁgured server
which is then added to the pool.
6 Test data
In order to generate job submission patterns that are as close to the patterns received
by a real job submission system, the usage of batch scheduling systems at our
campus was studied. It was found that users tend to submit jobs in a session which
consists of multiple consecutive clustered job submissions of up to thousands of jobs
per cluster over a period of weeks, then users would not submit jobs for a number of
months, presumably during which the results of job executions were analysed and
acted upon. Individual job sizes range from 5 seconds to 2 minutes. These ﬁndings
indicate that sessions are distributed in a uniform distribution, as are the execution
times of jobs.
In the system described, jobs, or SOAP messages, cannot be submitted as a
cluster as in a standard job submission system such as Condor. However the same
eﬀect can be achieved in a less eﬃcient manner by sending a high volume of SOAP
messages in a short time, although SOAP messages will only contain parameters
and data and not binary ﬁles as in a job cluster.
7 Experimental Results
The QoS policies listed in section 4 were each separately employed in diﬀerent exper-
iments under the same workload to measure the percentage of jobs that completed
within their target response time. Three Web services were deployed on a cluster of
8 servers each containing 4 processors, giving a total of 32 processors. The Web ser-
vices made arbitrary mathematical calculations to generate load upon invocation,
the time each service performed calculations for was speciﬁed in the SOAP message
sent to the service. Servers were switched between each of the service pools when
instructed by the QoS policy in place, and the implementation required that at least
one server always had to be in a pool. Two sets of experiments were performed for
each of the three QoS policies, one used strict response time targets and the other
used more relaxed targets to observe how performance diﬀered under stricter tar-
gets. In each experiment a total of 1000 jobs was sent via three diﬀerent job streams,
one for each deployed Web service. Jobs, or SOAP messages, were submitted at a
given average arrival rate which was programmatically altered according to a job
submission pattern in an attempt to simulate real-world jobs submission patterns.
Two diﬀerent arrival rate determination policies are used.
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The Session Job Submission policy set the arrival rates according to the job
submission pattern described in section 7. To test the system within a reasonable
time frame the observed job submission pattern was scaled down so the time between
sessions was minutes rather than months, and submission sessions consisted of a high
job arrival rate for a number of seconds. The average values for the arrival interval
and job time were all determined using the uniform distribution, which appeared
to match the observed behaviour from real users whose job times, time between
sessions and arrival rate intervals during a submission session had upper and lower
bounds. The stream then sent no jobs for the calculated wait time then sent jobs
at the speciﬁed arrival rate for the given submission time.
The Phased Job Submission policy sent a constant stream of jobs at varying
phases of arrival rates in order to simulate a service which receives a continual load.
The phases were changed according to a phase window which consisted of x jobs,
where x was set in a conﬁguration ﬁle. The arrival intervals were determined by the
exponential distribution which captured the arrival pattern of multiple independent
parties.
Two job types were submitted using the The Session Job Submission policy and
one submitted using the Phased Job Submission policy. One can deduce that the
response time target will be harder to meet for Web services receiving jobs sent using
the Session policy because the last batch of jobs submitted will wait on a longer
queue for longer periods of time than jobs submitted using the Phased policy. This
suggests that the two job types sent via the Session policy should have higher target
response times than job sent via the Phased policy.
In the ﬁrst set of test the QoS targets were relaxed and in the second they were
strict. The target response time for the Web services receiving jobs via the Session
Submission Policy was set to 10 times the speciﬁed average job time. The target
response time for the Web service receiving jobs using the Phase Job Submission
policy was set to 5 times the average job time as the jobs would naturally ﬁnish
quicker. In the Second set of experiments the target response time for Web services
receiving jobs using the Session Job Submission policy was set to 5 times the average
job length and the target response time for the Web service receiving jobs using the
Phase Job Submission policy was set to 2.5 times the average job length. Each job
type had the same arrival rate pattern and job service in each test; these details
are shown in the tables below. Figure 7 shows the phase-based job submission
characteristics of job type 1, and Figure 8 shows the session-based job submission
characteristics of job types 2 and 3. Figure 9 Shows the average oﬀered load of each
job type in the experiments. The total oﬀered load of the 32 processors is 80.12%.
Phase Arrival rate (jobs per
second)
Job Time
(Seconds)
phase window
(jobs)
1 0.034 180 100
2 0.0167 180 100
3 0.0167 180 100
Fig. 7. Phased Job Submission policy parameters of job type 1
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Job type Arrival rate (jobs per
second)
Job length
(Seconds)
Submit time
(Seconds)
Session interval
time (Seconds)
2 1 150 60 500
3 1 30 60 500
Fig. 8. Session Job Submission policy parameters of job types 2 and 3
Job Type Average Arrival rate (jobs
per second)
Job Time
(Seconds)
Oﬀered load
1 0.022 180 4.04
2 0.12 150 18
3 0.12 30 3.6
total: 25.64
Fig. 9. Average oﬀered load
7.1 Strict response time target test results
The following results are for the stricter target response time tests. Figure 10
shows the results for the Percentile policy, Figure 11 shows results form the Average
response time policy, and Figure 12 shows the results from the QoS heuristic policy.
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Fig. 10. Percentile policy test measurements with a strict targets
The Percentile policy missed most of the targets, and the pool serving job type 1
was allocated servers only after the queue rose to a signiﬁcant level. This policy also
appears to have lead to a lot of unnecessary switching, as shown by the constant
ﬂuctuations of pool size in ﬁgure 10(b).
The ratio based switching method also missed most of the targets, but the servers
did not switch as much as the percentage based switching policy which is good for
system eﬃciency.
The HCW policy appears to have performed better than the other policies and
servers appear to have been allocated to the pool serving job type 1 just as the
queue was increasing. ﬁgure 13 shows the percentage of jobs which matched their
target arrival rate; the HCW policy has the highest number of matched jobs, with
the Percentile policy performing worse while the Average response time policy per-
formed worse still. The HCW policy performed worse than the other two policies
for jobs of type 1 which was the job type submitted using the Phased Submission
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Fig. 11. Average Response Time policy test measurements with strict targets
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Fig. 12. Holding Cost Weightings policy test measurements with strict targets
Pattern policy. It can be seen in ﬁgure 12(a) that job type 1 rarely had a relative
diﬀerence between measured and target response time of below -0.5, so most jobs
were not as late the jobs failed by the other polices.
Job Type Percentile Policy Average Response
Time Policy
Heuristic Policy
1 86.3% 59.2% 31.3%
2 6.5% 7.1% 75.6%
3 33.8% 44.8% 41.5%
Average percent: 42.2% 37.0% 49.5%
Fig. 13. The percentage of jobs which matched their target arrival rate with strict targets
7.2 Relaxed response time target test results
The next sets of results are for the experiments performed with more relaxed target
response times so one would expect all of the policies to perform better than they
did with stricter targets.
The Percentile policy has performed better with a relaxed target although one
of the job types has failed to meet its target for over 75% of the test time.
The Average Response Time policy has performed better than the Percentile
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Fig. 14. Percentile policy test measurements with a relaxed target
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Fig. 15. Average Response Time policy measurements with relaxed target
policy with a relaxed target, and while the servers seemed to have switched pools in
a smoother fashion the queue size had to rise before servers started switching into
the pool.
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Fig. 16. Holding Cost Weightings policy test measurements with strict target
The HCW policy ensured all jobs met their target response times, and servers
switched in time to process incoming jobs.
Figure 17 shows the percentage of jobs which matched their target arrival rate
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Job Type Percentile Policy Average Response
Time Policy
Heuristic Policy
1 98.9% 98.9% 100%
2 40.1% 67.3% 100%
3 75.8% 84.8% 100%
average percent 71.6% 83.7% 100%
Fig. 17. The Percentage of jobs which matched their target arrival rate with relaxed targets
with relaxed target response times. This time the Percentile policy is worst which
appears to indicate the Percentile policy performs better under stricter response
time targets.
8 Conclusion
We have shown how a stochastic model for resource allocation may be applied to
a Web service hosting environment which incorporates QoS for job response time.
Diﬀerent approaches to Quality of Service were compared and the method of setting
the costs of the stochastic model based on response time targets proved to be the
best approach.
The experiments performed showed that the Cost Weightings policy was able
to allocate servers more eﬀectively to cope with demand and satisfy response time
targets than the Average response time and Percentile policy. The Average response
time and Percentile policies did not perform well because their server switching
decisions were based on the response times of jobs which had completed in the past,
so when a large queue built up at a pool, the policies did not switch servers fast
enough to cope with the demand and only switched servers after a number of jobs
had failed. Worse still, after a session of jobs had completed at a pool and all
of the jobs had been processed, the pool had a high average response time. This
meant that as a session started at a another pool servers did not switch as the
previous pool had a far higher average response time and the Percentile and the
Average Response Time policy therefore did not switch any servers. This showed
the Percentile and Average Response Time policy were especially bad when dealing
with abrupt changes in demand, such as those received by batch scheduling systems.
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